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Electrochemical, surface and bulk compositional properties of multilayered nanoclusters of Pt and Au, electrochemically deposited
on glassy carbon under conditions involving sequential surface–limited redox–replacement reactions (performed at open–circuit)
and voltammetric dealloying of templating adlayers of electrodeposited Cu, have been studied in the direction of electrocatalytic
applications. Variations in open–circuit potentials during redox–replacement steps indicated thermodynamically–favored formation
of Pt(s) and Au(s). Unique bimetallic interfacial active sites, Pt|Au or Au|Pt, were effectively generated as evidenced by their
distinct surface electrochemistry and multicomponent X–ray photoelectron spectral features. The bulk and surface–to–near surface
distribution of Pt and Au appeared to be influenced by the stoichiometry of the surface redox–replacement reactions and sequential
dealloying processes through which the nanoclusters were synthesized. Interactions between metal centers, carbon and oxygen
containing surface functional groups on the glassy carbon appeared to have played a significant role in the overall stabilization
and catalytic activity of the nanoclusters. Profound effects were also found on interfacial charge–transfer and adsorptive properties
involving carbon monoxide and its subsequent electrooxidation to CO2, as well as on the electrocatalytic activity involving formic
acid oxidation reaction, where the Pt–rich (Pt|Au) exhibited the highest activity.
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Nanostructured materials composed of noble metals have found
a great deal of attention toward their applications as electrocatalysts
in energy conversion devices, optics, electronics, and electrochemi-
cal sensor technologies for detection of pollutants and biologically–
important substances, among other promising nanotechnological
uses.1–3 In particular, nanoalloys or metal-based nanoclusters are very
appealing because they typically constitute unique type of materials
that have chemical and physical properties that can remarkably be
distinct from those of their atomic building blocks or bulk particulate
forms.4,5

Platinum–based nanostructured materials find widespread appli-
cations in catalysis and electrocatalysis.6 Various molecular level ef-
fects on Pt–based bimetallic systems in electrocatalysis have largely
been interpreted using three models, namely; (i) ensemble effects;
(ii) bifunctional mechanisms, and (iii) electronic effects.7,8 Ensemble
effects involve the role of metal adatoms in blocking surface sites for
side reactions that generate poisoning species, or blocking adsorption
of inhibiting species that require more than one surface site for their
adsorption.9,10 In a bifunctional mechanism, the surface of the elec-
trocatalyst is considered to have two types of sites that play distinct
roles in the electrocatalytic reaction.1 In bimetallic Pt–based catalytic
systems, for example, Pt sites are understood to play the role of break-
ing bonds such as H–C of organic molecules upon adsorption, while
the second metal or adatom, can adsorb oxygenated species such as
O–H groups and assist in subsequent oxidation of strongly–adsorbing
intermediates such as adsorbed CO (COads).11

Electronic effects are thought to come to play when there is some
modification of the electronic properties of accessible surface sites of
one metal and adjacent sites of a second metal, such that reactions on
the surface sites proceed differently compared to the situation with
an absence of the second metal.7,12,13 Theoretically, the preceding
electronic effects in metal-based catalysts can be explained using the
infamous d-band model pioneered by Hammer and Norskov.14 The
Hammer-Norskov model prescribes that the variation in adsorption
energy (and hence the catalytic activity) from one metal to the next
is determined by the electronic structure of the surface whereby for
the transition metals the coupling between the adsorbate valence states
and the metal d-states principally establish such variations; the tenet of
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the d-band model is that the higher in energy the d-states are relative
to the highest occupied state—the Fermi energy—of the metal, the
stronger the interaction with adsorbate states. The reason is that when
the d-states are close to the Fermi energy, antibonding states can
be shifted well above it and become empty (or bonding states can
be shifted below it and become occupied), effectively increasing the
bond strength. Thus, the electronic structure of a platinum surface,
and in turn its overall reactivity, can be tuned by inserting another
metal in its lattice and this can directly influence the oxygen and
hydrogen adsorption energies due to an up-shift of the Pt surface
d-states.15

Gold clusters have been realized to have catalytic activity for CO
oxidation and, when incorporated as adatoms to Pt, they have also
been demonstrated to have a stabilizing effect on underlying Pt metal
surfaces, effectively suppressing Pt dissolution under highly oxidizing
conditions.16 Moreover, recent theoretical studies of clusters of the
type PtmAun (m + n = 4), performed within the framework of Density
Functional Theory (DFT), indicate that there are some underlying
electronic effects that change the interaction of CO with Pt in the
bimetallic systems.17,18

Since electrocatalytic reactions are structure–sensitive as deter-
mined by the composition and solid–state structure of the electro-
catalyst employed, generally, synthetic challenges of multimetallic
electrocatalysts include; (i) generation of well–dispersed particles
and control of their sizes, (ii) efficient utilization of the catalytic
material by way of increasing surface–activity of constituent metals,
(iii) maximization of synergistic effects at primary active sites, espe-
cially on bimetallic systems, and (iv) overall low fabrication costs.3,19

Most conventional synthetic approaches of noble metal nanopartic-
ulate electrocatalysts utilize reduction of metal salts in chemical
baths and multiple additional purification steps and fabrication of
the prepared particles to an electrode arrangement required in sub-
sequent electrocatalytic applications.6,20 These methods generally in-
volve substantial challenges in controlling locations and compositions
of electrocatalytically–active nanoparticles. Electrochemical methods
inherently involve growth of nanoparticles at interfaces of conductive
surfaces and the electrolyte used, and the requirement for electronic
conduction is essentially maintained during subsequent electrocat-
alytic reactions at the active sites of the support; the same sites where
electrodeposition takes place will, in principle, be active during sub-
sequent electrocatalysis. In addition, electrochemical methods are rel-
atively low–cost techniques.21
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Typical electrochemical methods being exploited in synthesis and
fabrication of platinum–based nanostructured systems include gal-
vanostatic or potentiostatic routes, where the underlying nanostruc-
tures are tuned by the nature of variation of the applied deposition
current or potential with deposition time; in these processes electrons
and energy required to drive the deposition reactions are generated
by an external source.22–28 In particular, potentiostatic routes can fur-
ther be categorized as involving: (i) Overpotential Deposition (OPD),
where a potential EM

z+
/M is applied to a conductive substrate to drive

reductive reaction, nucleation and growth of a solid metal phase from
its corresponding metal ions, effectively with EM

z+
/M more negative

than the equilibrium potential, Eeq, of the underlying reaction; and (ii)
Underpotential Deposition (UPD) whereby deposition of adatoms of
a metal takes place on a foreign metal substrate at potentials that are
more positive than Eeq of the metal ion deposition on its own metal
surface, typically producing sub–monolayer to monolayer phases of
the metal.29,30 Moreover, spontaneous deposition of noble metals such
as ruthenium or platinum may proceed on appropriate electrodic sub-
strates without any utilization of an external current to achieve reduc-
tion of metal ions (This method forms part of deposition techniques
generally referred as Electroless Deposition in which case the reduc-
ing equivalents required are characteristically inherent on the surfaces
of the substrates used). 25,31,32

Manipulation of UPD and Electroless Deposition can be exploited
to synthesize various nanofilms and nanostructured Pt–based sys-
tems. For instance, Adzic and coworkers pioneered synthesis of noble
metal monolayer electrocatalysts via surface-limited redox replace-
ment (SLRR) of metal monolayers of UPD sacrificial metals on
nanoparticles or single–crystal substrates, resulting in noble metal
monolayer decorated catalytic materials.16,33 Epitaxial monometallic
ultrathin films of Platinum Group Metals (PGMs), such as Pt and Ru,
have been grown via repetitive SLRR steps involving UPD Cu or Pb on
crystalline gold substrates.34–36 Moreover, overpotentially–deposited
Ni bilayers through SLRR reactions involving Pt on polycrystalline
Au was demonstrated to be just as effective as UPD based SLRR in
deposition of Pt films.37

Strasser and coworkers have explored an electrosynthetic method-
ology to generate core–shell type of nanomaterials (dealloyed elec-
trocatalysts) by selective dissolution of a less noble metal such as
Cu, by means of an applied potential, from a bimetallic alloy such
as PtxCu1−x, proposing that some kind of competition between the
dissolution process and surface diffusion of the constituent metals re-
sults in a three dimensional metal removal and restructuring of atoms
inside the bulk of the alloy.38,39 Galvanic replacement has also been
demonstrated in fabrication of nanoporous core–shell structured noble
metal–based systems in which case prefabricated base metal or alloyed
systems such as Ni/Al nanorods, CuxAl100−x, and AuxCu100−x are used
in situ as both reducing agents and three-dimensional substrates.40–42

Obradovic and co–workers explored electrochemical studies on syn-
ergistic effects of Pt adlayers on bulk Au polycrystalline electrodes
and Au adlayers on bulk polycrystalline Pt electrodes via SLRR steps
involving UPD Cu;43 it was also observed that electronic modification
of Pt by Au is insignificant on Au–modified Pt electrodes and con-
siderable on Pt–modified Au electrodes as probed using formic acid
electrocatalysis.

In our earlier works,44,45 we demonstrated that unique combina-
tion of sequentially–implemented Cu UPD and OPD SLRR steps and
electrochemical dealloying can be employed in synthesis of multilay-
ered nanoclusters of Pt, Ru and Au, as monometallic or bimetallic
systems supported on the carbonaceous substrate glassy carbon (GC);
the nanoclusters were effectively tested as electrocatalysts for oxygen
reduction and methanol oxidation reactions. In this article, we provide
fresh in–depth analyses on the sequential electrochemical deposition
strategies to generate the multilayered Pt and Au nanoclusters where
focus has been placed on understanding the interplay of thermody-
namics during growth of the nanoclusters, their resultant surface as
well as bulk compositional properties, and their electrocatalytic activ-
ity with respect to CO adsorption–oxidation process and formic acid
electrooxidation.

Experimental

Materials.— All solutions were prepared with high–purity
deionised water obtained from a Milli–Q water purifier system (Mil-
lipore Inc. USA) at resistivity of 18 M� · cm. All electrochemical
experiments were performed in air–conditioned laboratory environ-
ment at 25 (±1) ◦C. 1 × 10−3 mol/L precursor electrolyte solutions
of Pt4+, Au3+, and Cu2+ – dissolved in 0.1 mol/L HClO4 which was
used as the blank electrolyte (BE) at pH 1 ± 0.05 – were prepared
from H2PtCl6, HAuCl4, and CuSO4 salts obtained from SA Precious
Metals (Pty) and Merck. All chemicals were of analytical grade with
at least 99% purity.

Electrodeposition.— Substrate–immobilized monometallic or
bimetallic nanostructures were synthesized in a three–electrode
flow–cell connected to a custom–developed automated instrumental
setup described previously;45 the setup consisted of (i) a potentio-
stat/galvanostat (model PGSTAT30, Metrohm Autolab, Netherlands),
(ii) a stainless steel counter electrode, (iii) the GC substrate under
study (grade V–25, SPI Supplies, USA) as working electrode, and (iv)
Ag/AgCl/ 3M KCl reference electrode (model 6.0727.000, Metrohm
Autolab) – unless otherwise stated, potentials are reported versus (vs)
this reference electrode. Nature of the noble–metal precursors was
confirmed using UV–visible spectroscopy of the appropriate aque-
ous solutions using an Avaspec – 2048 (Avantes) spectrometer where
bands due to typical ligand–to–metal charge transfer transitions in
the PtCl6

2− and AuCl4
− aquo complexes were used for confirma-

tion of stability of the complexes in the BE according to appropriate
literature.46,47 Experiments were performed at pH 1 ± 0.05 using
0.1 mol/L HClO4 as BE, in line with generally known aqueous chem-
istry of ClO4

− anions as non–complexing anions in the presence of
noble metal cations and their non–adsorbing nature on noble metal
surfaces.48 Pre–treatment procedures of the GC substrate were as per
our previous studies.45 We have utilized sequential deposition routes
involving SLRR steps and voltammetric dealloying summarized in
Reactions 1–3 and Figure 1.

Cu2+ + 2e− ↔ Cu(s) [1]

PtCl6
2− + 2Cu(s) ↔ Pt(s) + 2Cu2+ + 6Cl− [2]

2AuCl4
− + 3Cu(s) ↔ 2Au(s) + 3Cu2+ + 8Cl− [3]

Steps in synthesis of bimetallic nanoclusters n(M|N)Cu/GC (M,
N = Pt or Au) involved six–stage deposition cycles, whereas
the monometallic systems n(Pt)Cu/GC and n(Au)Cu/GC as well as
the sequentially–codeposited bimetallic system n(Au–Pt)Cu/GC were
generated utilizing three–stage cycles. The notation M|N indicate
monometallic metal adlayers M and N individually deposited over
each other in a sequential fashion, with N as the first deposited metal
culminating with deposition of M; the notation n(M|N)Cu/GC indicate
a bimetallic system of n adlayers of M and N each deposited via open–
circuit SLRR reactions involving Cu with glassy carbon (GC) as the
substrate. Monometallic systems involving n adlayers of one noble
metal are represented as n(M)Cu/GC. Rinsing steps involved the BE
at a fixed potential E = +0.2 V, followed by injection of the Cu2+

solution at the same potential. Given that the standard reduction po-
tential of the Cu2+/Cu(s) redox couple is 0.340 V (vs SHE) – for a
1 mmol/L Cu2+ solution the Nernstian equilibrium potential is approx-
imately 0.046 V (vs Ag/AgCl/3M KCl) – sacrificial Cu(s) deposition
was carried out at Edep = –0.05 V / +0.05 V, followed by rinsing with
BE at Edep. Injection of the PtCl6

2− or AuCl4
− precursor solutions

was carried out at Open–Circuit (OC), followed by the OC SLRR at
quiescent conditions according to Reaction 2 or 3, respectively. In-
herent in the deposition cycles was the rinsing and dealloying step at
Edep = +0.2 V during Stages 1 and 4 after Cycle 2 (see Figure 1) –
steps during which voltammetric dealloying of any remaining Cu(s)
to Cu2+ was intended to proceed according to Reaction 1. It should
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Figure 1. Schemes showing electrochemical deposition strategies explored to generate immobilized (a)–(b) bimetallic nanoclusters involving Au and Pt from
separate precursors; (c) monometallic Pt or Au nanoclusters; and (d) codeposited bimetallic nanoclusters involving Au and Pt from mixed precursors.

be understood that, in the case of the use of Cu UPD (which does not
happen on pristine GC for the experimental conditions employed in
this work), spontaneously formed Pt or Au during the first cycle on
fresh GC determined subsequent Cu UPD cycles. Cu(s) electrodepo-
sition stages were for 90 s as per our previous studies.45 All solution
rinsing and injection stages were performed for 20 s at 5 mL/min
and all OC SLRR steps were allowed for a maximum time of 180 s.
Deposition steps were repeated up to n = 8 cycles with respect to:
(a) stepwise increase of the size of nanostructures, and (b) stepwise
growth of nanostructures in relation to tuning of their electrocatalytic
properties. Current–potential–time (i–E–t) data were sampled in situ
at 0.2 s intervals.

Thermodynamic modeling.— Equilibrium models of potential–pH
(E–pH) – Pourbaix–type multicomponent models – for Pt–Cu–H2O,
Pt–Au–H2O, and Pt–Cu–Cl–H2O, and Au–Cu–Cl–H2O systems were
generated using the thermochemical software package FactSage (ver-
sion 5.5)49 at 298.15 K and molality of all aqueous forms of Pt,
Cu, Au incorporated in the models of 1 × 10−4 mol/Kg and 1
× 10−3 mol/Kg, and molality of Cl− between 1 × 10−6 mol/Kg and
1 × 10−1 mol/Kg.

Electrochemical characterization.— Post–synthesis electrochem-
ical measurements involving Anodic Stripping Voltammetry (ASV),
Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) and Electrochemical Impedance Spec-
troscopy (EIS) were performed with the same potentiostat/galvanostat
of the deposition instrumental setup described above, but utilizing
commercial software packages GPES 4.9, FRA 4.9 and NOVA 1.6
(Metrohm Autolab, The Netherlands). Modeling of EIS, using equiva-
lent circuits and complex nonlinear least–squares (CNLS) procedures,
based on Boukamp’s algorithms,50 was performed with built–in data
analysis modules of FRA 4.9 and NOVA 1.6. Electrochemically–
active surface area (EASA) of a nanocluster electrode was estimated
from ASV involving UPD Cu deposited at 0.05 V for 90s, using
1 mmol/L CuSO4 (in 0.1 mol/L HClO4) solution, anodically stripped
at scan rate of 50 mV/s; EASA values were extracted using a conver-
sion factor of 420 μC cm−2 by integration of ASV peaks, after ap-
propriate baseline subtraction, following literature methods.51,52 The
electrochemical behavior of the nanocluster electrodes were charac-
terized by means of CV in N2–saturated 0.1 mol/L HClO4 solution
recorded at 50 mV/s from –0.2 V to +1.4 V, for 5 to 10 cycles. HCOOH
electro–oxidation studies were carried out in quiescent N2–saturated
0.5 mol/L solutions (all prepared in 0.1 mol/L HClO4) solutions in-
jected to the electrochemical flow–cell containing the freshly prepared

immobilized nanoclusters. CV of HCOOH was ran at 50 mV/s for 5
cycles in the potential range 0 V – +1.0 V, followed by EIS mea-
surements in freshly–injected solutions, at appropriate bias potentials
between 0 and +0.4 V, using sine–wave signals of 10 mV amplitude
in the frequency range 0.5 Hz – 100 kHz. CO adsorption–oxidation
studies were performed using CO–saturated 0.1 mol/L HClO4 solu-
tion, with saturation times of at least 1800 s, after which ASV was
employed to strip the adsorbed CO at scan rates between 10 mV/s
and 50 mV/s from 0 V to + 1.2 V in N2–saturated 0.1 mol/L HClO4

solution; a single peristaltic pump (Model MINIPULS 3, GILSON
S.A.S) was used to direct the gas saturated solutions to the flow–cell.
In between all electrochemical measurements the flow–cell was rinsed
at OC with N2–saturated 0.1 mol/L HClO4.

Surface and bulk characterization.— Freshly-prepared samples
were subjected to various ex-situ characterizations. Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) using a DI Nanoscope IVa (Digital Instruments,
USA) in ambient tapping mode using a model RTESPW tip (Veeco
Manufacturing, USA) provided additional in–depth morphological
and topographical characteristics of the nanoclusters. X–ray Photo-
electron Spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed with a
PHI spectrometer (model 5400), equipped with a non–monochromatic
magnesium Kα X–ray source (1253.6 eV, operated at 15 kV and 300 W
in ultra–high vacuum chamber with base pressure < 1 × 10−8 Torr)
and a concentric hemispherical sector analyzer. The spectra were
recorded at scan rate of 0.16 eV s−1 (step–size of 0.05 eV) and take–
off angle of 45◦. The spectrometer was calibrated using Au and Cu
standards’ peaks of Au 4f1/2 (84.0 eV), Cu 2p1/2 (953 eV) and Cu 2p3/2

(933 eV). Corrections of binding energy scale for charging effects,
for spectra recorded on the GC–supported samples, were done by
using the C1s (C–H peak) at 284.8 eV as an internal standard. Spec-
tra were recorded on as–received samples and after sputter–cleaning
using argon ion beam of 2 keV for durations of between 180 s and
660 s. The publicly available software XPSPEAK version 4.1,53 was
employed for deconvolution of relevant multicomponent spectral re-
gions into appropriate components using mixed Gaussian–Lorentzian
functions and Shirley–type baseline subtraction. Appropriate freshly–
prepared samples were also subjected to analysis by Inductively Cou-
pled Plasma Mass Spectrophotometry (ICP–MS) in order to determine
their total metal content; the solid deposits were carefully dissolved in
ultrahigh–purity aqua regia (3 : 1 HCl / HNO3 solutions) and suitably
diluted with aqueous 1% HCl and 3% HNO3 solution prior to final
ICP–MS analysis.
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Results and Discussion

Current–Potential–Time variations and thermodynamic
modeling.— Rapid variation in potentials were observed at
Stages 3 and 6 in current–potential–time (i–E–t) transients recorded
during deposition of the nanocluster systems investigated in this
work as presented in Figure 2a–2c and Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information.54 The i–E–t signals revealed that as soon as open–circuit
conditions were set steady open–circuit potential (OCP) values
were observed within 40 s, strongly signifying sufficient time for
occurrence of SLRR reactions and establishment of interfacial
equilibrium conditions. Figure 2d–2e presents variations in average
OCP during SLRR reactions (averaged over the last 90 s at Stages 3
and 6 as shown in Figure 2a–2c. After the second deposition cycle,
the OCP during SLRR involving Pt (SLRRPt) reached a steady value
of about +0.7 V (vs Ag/AgCl), approximately +0.9 V (vs SHE),
whereas the OCP during SLRR involving Au (SLRRAu) was steady
at a value of about +1.0 V (vs Ag/AgCl), approximately +1.2 V
(vs SHE). The nature of Edep invoked to electrodeposit sacrificial Cu
(either UPD or OPD) had an effect only during the first deposition
cycle, attributable to different mechanisms of nucleation and growth

of metal clusters on the pristine substrate (see Figure 2d–2e).
Use of OPD Cu resulted in very steady OCP variations during
SLRR stages throughout the deposition sequences as shown in
Figure 2e–2f. The steady nature of the OCP variations observed
during SLRR stages strongly indicated some equilibrium situation
was established involving solid Pt or Au nanoparticulate surfaces
and their corresponding precursor ions and the liberated Cu2+ ions as
implied by Reactions 2–3. Indeed, fast reaction kinetics have been
systematically established for SLRR reaction involving Cu UPD and
Pt on Au(111) substrate and the plateau of OCP transients during
SLRR step is reflective of equilibrium attainment.55

Further insights on expected speciation upon completion of SLRR
stages were gained from comparison of OCP to thermochemical E–
pH models (Figure 3), computed close to experimental concentrations
of aqueous precursors used. Experimentally our main endeavor was
utilization of separate redox reactions between Cu and the noble met-
als Pt and Au, hence E–pH models were independently optimized
for Au–Cu–H2O or Pt–Cu–H2O (Figure 3a–3b). More appropri-
ately, given that chloride–containing complexed ions were employed
as the noble metal precursors, further models were generated for

Figure 2. (Color Online) Current–potential–time (i–E–t) transients recorded during deposition of the bimetallic nanoclusters: (a) n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC, utilizing Cu
UPD steps, (b) n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC involving Cu OPD steps, and (c) n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC, where Cu OPD steps were employed. (d)–(f) Variations in average open–circuit
potential (OCP) during the final 90 s of SLRR stages.
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Figure 3. Thermochemical E–pH models for (a) Au–Cu–H2O, (b) Pt–Cu–H2O, (c) Au–Cu–Cl–H2O and (d) Pt–Cu–Cl–H2O systems at 298.15 K and molality
for all aqueous forms of Pt, Au and Cu considered in the model set at 1 × 10−3 mol/Kg.

Au–Cu–Cl–H2O and Pt–Cu–Cl–H2O systems (Figure 3c–3d). In all
scenarios, thermodynamic modeling strongly suggested that hydrol-
ysed species and oxides of Cu, namely Cu(OH)2(s) and Cu2O(s), were
expected to exist above pH 4 and at potentials greater than about +0.2
V (vs SHE); giving strong support for the use of acidic electrolytes as
precursors for SLRR reactions involving Cu. Moreover, the stability
of AuCl4

− and PtCl6
2− is clearly revealed in the models inclusive

of chloride–containing species (Figure 3c–3d): when pH is less than
3 and E greater than 1.2 V (vs SHE), no possibility of the hydrol-
ysed species Au(OH)3(s) is expected, whereas PtCl6

2− is found to
be very stable when pH is less than 7 and E greater than 1.1 V (vs
SHE). Pt(s) is found to be thermodynamically stable at E less than
+ 0.9 V (vs SHE) when pH is less than 7. Au(s) is stable at more
positive potentials as compared to Pt(s), for instance, at pH less than
3, it is stable when E is less than +1.1 V(vs SHE) (see Figure 3c).
The E–pH models revealed that Cu2+ is predominant above +0.25 V
(vs SHE) when considered with respect to Pt species and predomi-
nant above +0.35 V (vs SHE) when considered with respect to Au
species.

Comparing the preceding E–pH scenarios to OCP variations dur-
ing SLRRPt (Figure 2d–2e) – where steady–state OCP of about +0.7
V (vs Ag/AgCl) (or +0.9 V (vs SHE)) was established – equilibria
involving Pt2+/Pt(s) and Cu2+ were likely to have been responsible for
the observed OCP steady–state. Moreover, the above observations in-
dicated that the reduction pathway from PtCl6

2−to Pt(s) during actual
SLRR stages might have involved formation of thermodynamically–
stable intermediate Pt2+ prior to further reduction to Pt(s) and the final
equilibrium reached was that between, Cu2+, Pt2+ and Pt(s). Recent
work by Gokcen and co-workers56 on the issue of stoichiometry of
SLRR reaction between PtCl6

2− and Cu(s) indicate that Cu+ ions may
also be involved. From thermodynamic point of view, the inference
made was that during reduction of PtCl6

2− the liberated Cl− ions

could have sufficient local concentration on the electrode surface to
influence the pathway of Cu adatoms oxidation to Cu(I) instead of
Cu(II) ions with probable formation of some CuClx

y− type of species
resulting in apparent stoichiometry of Cu:Pt as 4:1.56 On the other
hand, the reduction pathway from AuCl4

− to Au(s) appeared to have
proceeded spontaneously as per Reaction 3 as no intermediary Au
species were observed in the E-pH models; the OCP during SLRRAu

in Figure 2 were very steady at about +1.2 V (vs SHE), the potential
at which the species AuCl4

− and Au(s) share an equilibrium stability
boundary at pH 1 (see Figure 3c).

Figure 4 presents variation in total charge (uncorrected for back-
ground charge, here assumed not to be significant), determined from
integration of current–time (i–t) curves at Stages 2 and 4 during Cu
deposition to generate the bimetallic nanoclusters. There is a clear
difference for the first cycle when Edep of +0.05 V was employed (see
Figure 4a); purely background charge developed as no discernible Cu
deposition was expected to occur at the potential concerned. This is
in line with OCP observations discussed above as far as the first cycle
is concerned. On the other hand, during the first cycle when Edep was
–0.05 V, a lesser charge developed indicative of nucleation and growth
on pristine glassy carbon surface as compared to subsequent cycles
for which Cu deposition proceeded on either existing Pt or Au nuclei
(see Figure 4b). Moreover, with increasing number of cycles a gradual
increase of the Cu deposition charge was observed with a tendency
to a steady value after the first three cycles, most likely suggestive
of a more uniform Cu deposition on the well–developed noble metal
clusters. As expected larger values of Cu deposition charge developed
when Edep was –0.05 V (Cu OPD) was employed as compared to Edep

of +0.05 V (Cu UPD) plausibly due to formation of several adlayers
of Cu on the growing noble metal clusters as deposition cycles in-
creased when the former Edep was used; submonolayers are typically
formed during UPD steps.
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Figure 4. (Color Online) Variation in total charge developed during Cu deposition stages prior to redox–replacement reactions to generate bimetallic nanoclusters
(a) n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC using UPD Cu at +0.05 V, (b) n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC nanoclusters using OPD Cu at –0.05 V, and (c) n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC using OPD Cu at −0.05 V.

All subsequent characterization procedures were performed on the
electrodic deposits obtained after eight deposition cycles (n = 8) as
depicted in Figure 1.

Microscopic analysis.— Representative AFM images for the bare
GC electrode and the bimetallic n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC system obtained uti-
lizing either SLRR reactions involving Cu UPD or Cu OPD and poten-
tiostatic dealloying are shown in Figure 5. AFM revealed reasonably
uniform coverage and dispersion on the GC substrate of the deposited
nanoclusters consistent with Cu charge variations observed during
actual deposition cycles (see Figure 4). Furthermore, AFM revealed
– using more detailed 3D images – immobilized needle–like nan-
ocluster morphology (see Figure 5d–5e). The observed immobilized
clusters varied in height between 5 nm to 40 nm when Cu UPD steps
were used and between 10 nm to 80 nm when Cu OPD steps were
involved.

The use of Cu UPD as templating adlayers led to much finer nan-
oclusters which were smaller in their average height and diameter as
compared to their counterparts generated utilizing OPD steps. This is
in line with the fact that multilayers of Cu most likely were generated
when OPD steps were used and their subsequent redox–replacement
and potentiostatic dealloying led to the morphology observed. On the
other hand, the smaller number of adlayers (presumably monolayers
or submonolayers) had to be replaced when Cu UPD steps were em-
ployed. Additional AFM surface plots (Figure 5e–5g) clearly revealed
growth of closely–neighboured nanoclusters, reaching almost similar
heights and widths, these fused nanoclusters most likely developed
due to the close proximity of electrochemically–active sites on which
nucleation and growth of metallic nuclei were initiated on the het-
erogeneous glassy carbon surface. The fact that most of the proximal
nanoclusters attained similar heights strongly suggests that their mul-
tilayer growth paths during the various deposition cycles were also
independent.

Surface electrochemistry.— Results of cyclic voltammetry (CV)
of the as–prepared nanoclusters (recorded in N2–saturated 0.1 mol/L
HClO4) are presented in Figure 6; the obtained voltammograms depict
typical surface electrochemical features of Au and Pt in an acidic envi-
ronment. CV confirmed that Pt and Au electrochemically–active sites
were generated on monometallic nanoclusters (Figure 6; traces a and
b) as well as on the bimetallic nanoclusters (Figure 6; traces c and d);
typical voltammetric features of electroreduction of surface–oxides
of Pt (Peak I) and Au (Peak II) in acidic media were observed.57–60

The overall electrochemical processes involving Pt can mainly be
attributed to Reaction 4, whose standard reduction potential is
0.980 V (vs SHE), where during anodic scans surface electrooxi-
dation occurred forming PtO(s) films on the nanoclusters and during
the cathodic scans electroreduction of the oxide films proceeded to
the metallic state Pt(s).

Pt(s) + H2O ↔ PtO(s) + 2H+ + e− [4]

Similarly, electrochemical processes involving Au could primarily
be linked to formation of hydrated surface oxides according to Re-
action 5, whose standard reduction potential is +1.45 V (vs SHE).

Au(s) + 3H2O ↔ Au(OH)3(s) + 3H+ + 3e− [5]

Voltammograms of bimetallic electrodes also exhibited slightly
broader reduction peaks (Peaks I and II; Figure 6) when compared
to the monometallic electrodes. This could be attributed to the effect
of interfacial interactions between Au and Pt, leading to electronic
changes on the Pt and Au electrochemically–active sites and electron–
transfer properties. Similar effects have been observed by Obradovic
and co–workers on CVs (in N2–saturated 0.5 mol/L H2SO4) of Pt ad-
layers electrochemically deposited on polycrystalline Au electrodes.43

For the bimetallic clusters, observation of both oxides of Pt and Au
reduction peaks strongly indicated that the nanoclusters formed with
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Figure 5. (Color Online) Tapping mode AFM images of glassy carbon surface after deposition of Au|Pt bimetallic nanoclusters obtained after eight deposition
cycles. (a) A 1 μm × 1 μm top-viewed area of the bare GC; (b) A 4 μm × 4 μm top–viewed area of nanoclusters generated via Cu UPD steps; (c) A 4 μm
× 4 μm top–viewed area of nanoclusters generated via Cu OPD steps; (d) A 4 μm × 4 μm surface plot corresponding to (b); (e) A 4 μm × 4 μm surface plot
corresponding to (c); (f) A 2 μm × 2 μm surface plot corresponding to (b). (g) A 2 μm × 2 μm surface plot corresponding to (c).

incomplete top-most layers of a given noble metal, most likely in a
multilayered fashion, resulting in presence of electrochemically-active
sites of both Au and Pt.

Surface and bulk properties.— Electrochemically–Active surface
area.— CV of bare glassy carbon (GC) electrode and those of the
various Au and Pt nanostructured electrodes (recorded in 1 mmol/L
CuSO4 and 0.1 mol/L HClO4 solutions) are presented in Figure S2
(see Supporting Information).54 No discernible Cu UPD features were
observed on the bare GC but distinguishable bulk Cu deposition from
about 0.0 V to –0.2 V and corresponding oxidation (stripping of the
bulk deposits) with peak maximum at about +0.08 V were clearly
observed (Figure S2a) as described in our previous findings.45 In
all the other cases (Figures S3b–e), which involved monometallic Pt,
monometallic Au and their bimetallic counterparts, both deposition as
well as stripping of UPD Cu and bulk Cu were observed in the potential
range +0.5 V to –0.2 V, whereby during cathodic scans broad Cu UPD

features were identifiable in the potential range +0.5 V to +0.05 V
in agreement with known electrochemistry of Cu deposition on Pt
and Au electrodes.51,61,62 To further probe the active surfaces of the
generated nanocluster electrodes, we utilized ASV involving UPD Cu
(see Figure 7). The broad voltammetric features observed in Figure 7
were indicative of stripping of Cu adlayers from polycrystalline facets
of the nanoclusters; on single–crystal surfaces sharp peaks are gener-
ally observed.29

The ASV features revealed that the electrochemically synthesized
nanoclusters were polycrystalline in nature with various crystallo-
graphic facets electrochemically–active. Subsequently, the stripping
charges (from integration of the ASV peaks) were used to estimate
electrochemically–active surface area (EASA) of the nanoclusters
summarized in Table I. The estimated EASA values obtained were
about four– to six–fold larger than the geometric area of the bare GC
(ca. 0.2 cm2), strongly suggesting that high surface area nanoclus-
ters, with high aspect ratios were generated. The most surface–active
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Figure 6. Cyclic voltammograms of the as–prepared monometallic and bimetallic nanoclusters recorded in N2–saturated 0.1 mol/L HClO4 electrolyte. In all cases
the scan rate was 50 mV/s and 5th cycles were taken for this analysis.

Figure 7. Anodic stripping voltammograms after Cu UPD at + 0.05 V for 90s on various Pt and Au nanoclusters recorded from N2–saturated 1 mmol/L CuSO4
in 0.1 mol/L HClO4. In all cases, the scans were performed in the direction indicated by broken arrows at 50 mV/s. Background current correction was done by
subtraction of voltammograms recorded in neat 0.1M HClO4.
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Table I. Metal contents and corresponding electrochemically–active surface area (EASA) of various Pt–based nanoclusters.

Metal Contenta (At.%) Normalized Normalized

Electrode System Pt Au EASAb (cm2) EASAc (cm2/gPt) EASAd (cm2/gTMC)

n(Pt)Cu/GC 100 – 0.77 1.65 × 105 1.65 × 105

n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC 34.0 66.0 0.82 1.69 × 105 5.70 × 104

n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC 48.5 51.5 0.71 7.17 × 104 3.46 × 104

n(Au–Pt)Cu/GC 19.4 80.6 – – –

aDetermined by ICP–MS;
bObtained using anodic stripping voltammetry involving Cu UPD;
cWith respect to Pt content;
dWith respect to Total Metal Content (TMC).

electrode was bimetallic n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC followed by n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC
and the least active was monometallic n(Pt)Cu/GC.

ICP–MS analysis.— Results of quantitative analyses of the bulk
composition of various Pt–containing nanoclusters, determined using
ICP–MS, are summarized in Table I. n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC nanoclusters con-
tained 66 at% Au and 34 at% Pt (or Au : Pt = 2 : 1); whereas the
metal distribution in the n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC nanoclusters was 51.5 at% Au
and 48.5 at% Pt (or Au : Pt ≈ 1 : 1). No detectable traces of Cu in the
samples of digested nanoclusters could be found using ICP–MS. The
observed metal contents indicated that the nature of the first deposited
noble metal had influenced subsequent total metal distribution in the
ultimate formed nanoclusters. The interplay of preferential deposition
of the more noble Au during sequential codeposition of (Au–Pt) sys-
tem was clearly revealed; the metal content was about 80.6 at% Au and
19.4 at% (approximately Au to Pt ratio of 4 : 1). Inspection of the E–t
transients during simultaneous SLRR stage involving competition be-
tween Pt and Au to replace Cu, there was a significant thermodynamic
advantage toward Au deposition over Pt as the overall OCP attained
was about +0.9 V (vs Ag/AgCl) or about +1.1 V (vs SHE) (see
Figure 1e, Figure 3 and Figure S1c in the Supporting Information).54

Clearly, sequential deposition of bimetallic noble metal nanosystems
as opposed to sequential codeposition provides a unique set of de-
grees of freedom in tuning composition of resultant nanostructured
deposits.

Using ICP–MS derived metal contents, further normalization of
the EASA to account for any effect of total metal loading was car-
ried out (see Table I). Normalization of EASA with respect to Pt
content showed that bimetallic n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC had slightly higher sur-
face area compared to monometallic n(Pt)Cu/GC and the bimetal-
lic n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC system had the least surface area. When total
metal content (TMC) was used to normalize the EASA, the trend
in normalized surface area changed to n(Pt)Cu/GC > n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC
> n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC.

XPS analysis.— XPS was employed ex–situ to probe surface to
near–surface chemical composition of pristine glassy carbon electrode
(the substrate in this work) and the Pt–based nanocluster electrodes.
XPS is a powerful technique for surface characterization of materials
generating chemical information from the outer few atomic layers of
the probed material with typical depth range of 10 nm and lateral
resolution of about 1 μm.63,64 Samples were probed “as–received”
and after sputtering with Ar+ ions within the XPS chamber. Survey
spectra involving extensive binding energy regions are presented in
Figure S3 (see Supporting Information).54

Qualitative analysis of characteristic photoelectron emission lines
revealed that the bare substrate mainly contained carbon and oxygen,
whereas the nanocluster systems probed contained carbon, oxygen,
platinum, as well as gold (in the case of bimetallic systems). The
qualitative XPS results were in line with observations made using
surface electrochemistry as well as microscopy providing additional
and independent evidence that the nanocluster growth pattern left
some exposed carbonaceous spots on the substrate and the surface to

near–surface composition of the nanoclusters were of the appropriate
noble metals Pt and/or Au.

Figures 8–9 display detailed photoelectron spectra, recorded in
relevant binding energy regions related to C 1s, O 1s, Pt 4f, and Au 4f
orbitals (additional spectra of as–received and sputter–cleaned sam-
ples are presented in Figures S4–S5 in the Supporting Information).54

Deconvolution of the C 1s photoelectron spectral curves, using non–
linear curve–fitting procedures, revealed at least three spectral com-
ponents, namely, C–1, C–2, and C–3 in Figure 8a–8b and Table II.
Curve–fitting with three components resulted in most reasonable full–
width–at–half–maximum (FWHM) value of about 1 eV; inclusion of
one or two components resulted in much larger values of FWHM.
Guided by literature on XPS studies on glassy carbon and related car-
bonaceous materials and their expected chemical functionalities,65,66

particularly after undergoing electrochemical pretreatment as was
done in this work prior to deposition of the nanoclusters, the following
assignments were made to the deconvoluted C 1S spectra: (i) C–1 at
284.8 eV was assigned to graphitic carbon (in C–H bonding environ-
ment) on the GC surface; (ii) C–2 at about 285.5 eV was assigned
to expected phenolic surface functionalities such as –C–OH and –
C–NH on the GC surface; and (iii) C–3 (BE positions in the range
286.3 eV–286.5 eV) was attributed to carbonyl (–C=O) groups, also
mainly from the GC surface and possibly from traces of adventitious
adsorbed species.

The O 1s spectra (Figure 8c–8d) were found to appropriately
fit at least three components with overall FWHM value of 1.5 ±
0.2 eV: (i) O–1 (BE positions in the range 530.6–530.8 eV), (ii) O–
2 (BE positions in the range 531.8–532.2 eV), and (iii) O–3 (BE

position about 533–533.6 eV). O–1 was mainly attributed to C=O
groups on the GC surface and probably some surface metal ox-
ides on the nanoclusters, if they were formed at all. The BE po-
sition of O–2 was typical of C–OH and/or C–O–C groups; O–3
was of the lowest intensity and perhaps was due to chemisorbed
oxygen and/or some traces of adsorbed water.66 The similarities in
XPS binding energy positions of the carbon and oxygen compo-
nents from the two types of bimetallic systems strongly indicated
that the characteristics of the GC surface did not vary much from one
sample to another, appropriately so given the fact that pre– and post–
treatment procedures on the GC samples were the same and practically
reproducible.

In the case of Pt 4f and Au 4f photoemission spectral regions
(see Figure 9a–9d) spectral doublets were observed as theoretically
expected due to spin–orbit splitting (S.O.S) phenomenon, a conse-
quence of electron spin and angular momentum in the 4f orbitals,
4f7/2 and 4f5/2, respectively.63,64 In particular, the Pt 4f spectral regions
markedly indicated presence of multiple microstates of Pt as broad
peaks with clearly discernible shoulders were observed; compared
to the monometallic Pt system the peak features were more distinctly
pronounced in the bimetallic systems, suggestive of a strong influence
of Au on Pt XPS responses.

Deconvolution of the 4f doublets proceeded by fitting two
symmetric mixed Gaussian–Laurentzian functions for every mi-
crostate component considered, applying theoretical constraints on
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Figure 8. (Color Online) X–ray photoelectron spectra (points) and their corresponding deconvoluted spectral components (solid lines) of various bimetallic
nanoclusters. Spectra correspond to photoelectrons from (a)–(b) C 1S; and (c)–(d) O 1S orbitals. Probed samples were sputtered with Argon ions.

the peak area ratios of 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 peaks at 4 : 3 with their BE

separations fixed at literature values of 3.30 eV and 3.67 eV for Pt
and Au, respectively.64 During optimization FWHM of all spectral
components (4f7/2 and 4f5/2 peak pairs) considered were set to remain
equal. The presence of a single Au 5p1/2 peak in the same binding
energy region of Pt 4f doublets had to be considered in deconvo-
lution of Pt 4f spectral region by inclusion of one additional single
peak during fitting procedures on the Pt 4f curves of the bimetallic
systems; on XPS of bulk gold systems, the Au 5p1/2 photoelectron
peak occurs at about 74 eV.63,64 Initial attempts to fit the Pt 4f with
only two sets of doublets resulted in unreasonably large FWHM val-

ues for Pt 4f, such large FWHM values are characteristic of presence
of multiple Pt chemical microenvironments.67 Three sets of doublets
were used in deconvolution of Pt 4f signals in further fitting proce-
dures which resulted in reasonable FWHM values. For consistency the
same scenario was employed to fit the Au 4f spectra. Consequently,
the Pt 4f and Au 4f spectra were resolved into three spectral compo-
nents, namely, Pt–1, Pt–2, Pt–3, Au–1, Au–2, and Au–3 (each com-
ponent was a doublet composed of 4f7/2 and 4f5/2 peaks as depicted in
Figure 9).

Detailed Cu 2p XPS region (Figure 9f) did not reveal any analyz-
able peaks strongly suggesting effective redox–replacement reactions

Table II. Binding energy values of deconvoluted X–ray photoelectron spectral components of the Pt–containing nanoclusters.

Binding Energy, BE / eV

C 1s O 1s Pt 4f7/2 Au 4f7/2

Electrode System C–1 C–2 C–3 O–1 O–2 O–3 Pt–1 Pt–2 Pt–3 Au–1 Au–2 Au–3

n(Pt)Cu/GCa 284.8 285.4 286.5 – – – 70.8 71.0 72.2 – – –

(FWHM = 1.2 eV) – (FWHM = 1.2 eV) –
n(Au|Pt)Cu/GCa 284.8 285.5 286.4 530.6 532.2 533.5 71.3 72.1 72.6 84.0 84.4 84.7

(FWHM = 1.0 eV) (FWHM = 1.6 eV) (FWHM = 1.2 eV) (FWHM = 0.8 eV)
n(Au|Pt)Cu/GCs 284.8 285.1 286.5 530.8 532.0 533.0 71.2 72.2 72.7 84.3 84.6 84.9

(FWHM = 1.2 eV) (FWHM = 1.4 eV) (FWHM = 1.1 eV) (FWHM = 0.8 eV)
n(Pt|Au)Cu/GCa 284.8 285.5 286.5 530.7 532.3 533.6 71.3 72.2 72.9 84.1 84.4 84.8

(FWHM = 1.1 eV) (FWHM = 1.4 eV) (FWHM = 1.2 eV) (FWHM = 1.0 eV)
n(Pt|Au)Cu/GCs 284.8 285.5 286.3 530.8 531.8 532.9 71.3 72.3 72.8 84.2 84.5 84.9

(FWHM = 1.1 eV) (FWHM = 1.3) (FWHM = 1.1 eV) (FWHM = 0.9 eV)

aAs–received sample;
sSample sputtered with Ar+.
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Figure 9. (Color Online) X–ray photoelectron spectra (points) and their corresponding deconvoluted spectral components (solid lines) recorded from as–received
samples of mono– and bimetallic nanoclusters, in the binding energy regions corresponding to photoelectrons ordinarily from (a)–(c) Pt 4f, (d)–(e) Au 4f and (f)
Cu 2p orbitals.

and dealloying steps of the sacrificial Cu used during deposition of
the nanocluster systems.

Surface and near–surface content from XPS (that is, concentrations
of observed components) were estimated using the relation:

CAt%x =
PAx

ASFx∑ PAi
ASFi

×100 [6]

where PAx, PAi denote the extracted peak areas of spectral component
x or i, respectively; ASFx, ASFi denote the atomic sensitivity factors of
elemental component x or i (here taken from the relevant literature),68

respectively; CAt%x denotes the atomic concentration of elemental
component x.

Table II summarizes the relevant XPS binding energy (BE) values
of deconvoluted Pt and Au 4f7/2 peaks, overall FWHM values and
respective atomic concentrations (for simplicity, BE values of 4f5/2

peaks are not shown as they can be deduced from above–mentioned
S.O.S considerations). For bulk monometallic Pt systems standard

reference literature provide BE values of the Pt 4f7/2 peak related to
Pt(0) in the range 70.8–71.2 eV and oxidized states of Pt have much
higher BE values. For example, BE values of PtOx (x = 1,2) have
been reported in the range 73.6–75.0 eV and for Pt(OH)2 in the range
72.4–72.8 eV.63,64 In typical nanoparticulate Pt systems, literature
reports of the BE of Pt(0) 4f7/2 peak are scattered in the range 71.2–
72.3 eV and oxidized nanoparticulate forms of PtO and PtO2 have
BE values between 72.6–75.6 eV.69–73 Due to different coordination
numbers surface atoms do not behave the same way as bulk atoms upon
their interaction with incident X–ray beams, that is, surface potentials
and bulk (or subsurface) potentials are quite distinct. Accordingly, a
small shift in core electron binding energy (typically less than 1 eV)
of surface atoms relative to bulk atoms can be observed from XPS
spectra.74 In terms of microstates of monometallic Pt nanoparticles
(vapor deposited onto highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG),
Zhang et al70 resolved the Pt 4f XPS signals into three components
at BE values of 71.4 eV, 72.3 eV, and 73.2 eV, respectively, which
were attributed to surface Pt(0) atoms, bulk Pt(0) atoms, and surface
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Pt oxide films (PtOx) on the nanoparticles, respectively. In light of the
above, it is clear that one oxidation state of Pt may generate multiple
microstates that can be manifested by observation of multiple peaks
in XPS investigations.

Pt spectral components of all nanocluster electrodes investigated
in this work exhibited BE values of Pt 4f7/2 peak in the range 70.8–
72.9 eV (see Table II). Observed BE values strongly indicated pres-
ence of Pt(0), particularly for components Pt–1 and Pt–2. Moreover,
Pt–3 could be related to some PtOx or some Pt–substrate interaction as
indicated by aforementioned literature information on Pt XPS charac-
teristics. Furthermore, the BE values of all the Pt spectral components
of the bimetallic nanosystems, n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC and n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC, ex-
hibited a general positive shift of between 0.5 eV and 1 eV when
compared to the monometallic Pt system, n(Pt)Cu/GC. This observa-
tion strongly suggested either a significant electronic influence on Pt
atoms by incorporation of Au atoms in the nanocluster systems or
some nanocluster–substrate interaction.69,71,72 In particular, the BE of
the Pt–2 component was the greatest at about 1 eV, whereas the cor-
responding shifts for Pt–1 and Pt–3 components were between 0.5–
0.7 eV. Most likely Pt–1 was related to surface Pt atoms, Pt–2 was
related to Au|Pt interactions in the subsurface of the bimetallic nan-
oclusters due to its strongest BE shift when compared to monometallic
Pt, and Pt–3 was associated with surface PtOx and/or metal–substrate
interactions involving surface oxygenated functional groups. Accord-
ingly, the BE values of the Pt components in the two types of bimetallic
systems did not differ much (the values were within 0.1 eV, regard-
less of the Ar+ treatment). These observations strongly suggested
that the nature of electronic properties of the Pt components in the
bimetallic nanoclusters remained essentially the same from one type
of nanocluster to the other.

The Au 4f7/2 BE values of the spectral components Au–1, Au–2,
and Au–3 of the bimetallic nanocluster electrodes ranged from 84.0
to 84.9 eV (see Table II). Typical literature BE values of Au in zero
oxidation state in bulk monometallic Au are in the range of 83.8–
84.2 eV;63,64,75 BE values of Au(0) in nanoparticulate systems have
been reported between 83.9 to 84.7 eV, with attribution of more pos-
itive BE values for nanoparticles (when benchmarked to bulk Au)
due to nanostructuring effects and/or alloying effects.71,76,77 Oxidized
states of Au generate more positive Au 4f7/2 BE values than Au(0),
for example, Au(+1) states generate BE values in the range 85.6–
85.8 eV, whereas BE values of Au(+3) range from 86.0 to 86.5 eV.75,77

Therefore, the Au components observed in our work were essentially
in the elemental oxidation state. Similar to XPS microstates observed
for Pt, the component Au–1 was most likely due to non–interactive
surface Au atoms whereas Au–2 and Au–3 components were related
to embedded Au atoms with Au|Pt interfacial interactions as well as

Au atoms interacting with surface functional groups of the substrate,
respectively.

Semi–quantitative XPS analysis (inclusive of C, O, Pt, and Au
components) using Equation 6 revealed a general decrease for the
oxygen components of both n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC and n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC nan-
ocluster electrodes upon Ar+ sputtering. In particular, changes in the
concentration of components O–2 and O–3 (decrease in both BE val-
ues and content, see Tables II, III and IV), strongly suggested these
components were due to adventitious adsorbed oxygenated species,
such as H2Oads, as well as carbonaceous oxygen–containing surface
functional groups. In the n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC system an increase of about
10% in total Pt was observed after Ar+–sputter treatment, whereas
a decrease of about 10% was observed for total Au content. The
trend for the Pt and Au contents in the n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC system was
almost the converse (see Tables III and IV). The preceding obser-
vations were consistent with the removal of a thin contamination
layer upon Ar+ sputtering, which subsequently led to availability of
more surface–to–near–surface metal content during subsequent mea-
surements. The trends in changes of Pt and Au contents before and
after Ar+–sputtering were also consistent with multilayer growth pat-
tern of sequentially–deposited nanoclusters which resulted in Au–rich
surfaces on the n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC nanoclusters as opposed to the Pt–rich
surfaces of the n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC nanoclusters. The Pt and Au contents
obtained from XPS (see Table IV) for the two types of bimetallic nan-
oclusters somewhat differ from corresponding metal contents derived
from ICP–MS (see Table I). This is expectedly the case since ICP–
MS essentially probed the metal contents of the entire nanocluster
samples whereas XPS probed a few atomic layers of the nanoclus-
ters’ surface–to–near surface structures. Overall, ICP–MS and XPS
results appropriately showed that the sequence of deposition, the dif-
ferent stoichiometry of SLRR reactions between Pt and Au and the
sacrificial Cu (see Reactions 1–3), and potentiostatic dealloying of Cu
from layers of either Pt or Au played significant roles in determining
the final distribution of Au and Pt in the nanoclusters. It appears, if
preferential growth of the nanoclusters was layer–by–layer, then the
distribution of the first layer of either Au or Pt, during the first deposi-
tion cycle, determined the available sites for the growth of subsequent
layers.

Based on BE values and estimated concentrations of the decon-
voluted spectral components from XPS, the following scenarios can
aptly describe the surface–to–near surface composition of the nan-
oclusters as immobilized on glassy carbon: (i) presence of carbon and
oxygen surface functional groups from bare areas on the GC surface
and their possible interaction with the nanoclusters, (ii) presence of
only zerovalent states of Pt and Au in the nanoclusters, (iii) occur-
rence of mixed microstates of Pt and Au, due to interfacial interactions

Table III. Surface and near–surface composition of the bimetallic nanocluster electrodes as determined from XPS semi–quantitative analysis
involving carbon, oxygen, platinum, and gold spectral components.

Contentb (At%)

C O Pt Au

Electrode System C–1 C–2 C–3 O–1 O–2 O–3 Pt–1 Pt–2 Pt–3 Au–1 Au–2 Au–3

n(Au|Pt)Cu/GCa 19.9% 20.1% 5.8% 10.8% 10.8% 5.9% 2.2% 1.4% 1.4% 7.5% 9.7% 4.8%

(Total C = 45.8%) (Total O = 27.3%) (Total Pt = 4.9%) (Total Au = 22.0%)
n(Au|Pt)Cu/GCs 19.3% 18.9% 8.5% 9.3% 4.1% 2.4% 5.7% 3.1% 1.9% 9.2% 12.0% 5.8%

(Total C = 46.8%) (Total O = 15.8%) (Total Pt = 10.4%) (Total Au = 27.0%)
n(Pt|Au)Cu/GCa 22.0% 18.9% 4.9% 7.8% 6.9% 4.0% 6.5% 3.6% 1.2% 9.9% 11.4% 3.0%

(Total C = 45.8%) (Total O = 18.7%) (Total Pt = 11.3%) (Total Au = 24.2%)
n(Pt|Au)Cu/GCs 14.2% 14.4% 6.2% 6.5% 3.0% 2.2% 7.1% 3.1% 1.4% 13.1% 22.7% 6.3%

(Total C = 34.7%) (Total O = 11.6%) (Total Pt = 11.6%) (Total Au = 42.5%)

aAs received;
bContent estimation inclusive of C, O, Pt, and Au;
sSample sputtered with Ar+.
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Table IV. Surface and near–surface composition of Pt–containing nanoclusters electrodes as determined from XPS semi–quantitative analysis
involving platinum and gold spectral components.

Contentb/At%

Pt Au

Electrode System Pt–1 Pt–2 Pt–3 Au–1 Au–2 Au–3

n(Pt)Cu/GCa 36.1% 48.2% 15.7% – – –

(Total Pt = 100%) –
n(Au|Pt)Cu/GCa 8.0% 5.1% 5.0% 27.9% 36.2% 17.7%

(Total Pt = 18.2%) (Total Au = 81.8%)

(Pt : Au = 1.0 : 4.5)
n(Au|Pt)Cu/GCs 15.2% 8.4% 4.2% 24.6% 32.0% 15.6%

(Total Pt = 27.8%) (Total Au = 72.2%)

(Pt : Au = 1.0 : 2.6)
n(Pt|Au)Cu/GCa 18.3% 10.1% 3.4% 27.9% 32.0% 8.4%

(Total Pt = 31.8%) (Total Au = 68.2%)

(Pt : Au = 1.0 : 2.1)
n(Pt|Au)Cu/GCs 13.3% 5.8% 2.5% 24.3% 42.3% 11.8%

(Total Pt = 21.6%) (Total Au = 78.4%)

(Pt : Au = 1.0 : 3.6)

aAs received;
bContent estimation inclusive of Pt and Au only;
sSample sputtered with Ar+.

between Pt and Au atoms in the bimetallic nanoclusters, and (iv) ex-
istence of metal–substrate interactions between first few layers of the
nanoclusters where some electronic interplay of exposed Pt and Au
surface atoms and oxygenated and carbonaceous surface functional
groups of the glassy carbon surface took place. Furthermore, the plau-
sible metal–substrate interactions could be playing a stabilizing role.
These deductions are schematically presented in Figure 10.

Electrocatalysis of formic acid oxidation reaction (FAOR) and
carbon monoxide oxidation

Voltammetric studies.— Electrocatalysis of FAOR (Reaction 7;
E◦ ≈ –0.25 V (vs SHE)78 on the Pt and Au–containing nanostruc-
tured electrodes was carried out in 0.5 mol/L HCOOH (in 0.1 mol/L
HClO4) primarily to investigate any differences in the electrocatalytic
properties of the nanosystems of interest, as this particular structure–
sensitive reaction is technologically and fundamentally very important
in applications such as fuel cells. The mechanisms of FAOR electro-
catalysis on Pt–based systems are complex and have been a subject of
interest for several decades.7,79–81

HCOOH → CO2 + 2H+ + 2e− [7]

Recent works82–84 on molecular-level mechanisms of the formic
acid oxidation on metal–based catalytic surfaces point out that the
reaction should be considered as involving at least three distinct path-
ways, each commencing from adsorbed HCOOH as schematically
shown in Figure 11a. In particular, the direct (or dehydrogenation)
pathway to CO2 likely operates via a weakly-bound reactive HCOOH
intermediate and is initiated by C-H bond activation; the indirect (or
dehydration) pathway proceeds through strongly–adsorbing interme-
diates, mainly COads, and to a lesser extent COHads, and HCOads; the
formate pathway takes place via a HCOO intermediate and is thought
to be initiated by O–H bond activation.82–84

Figure 11b–11c show CV scans of the HCOOH irreversible elec-
trooxidation process on the various nanoclusters that were recorded
in gentle flowing solutions at 2 mL/min (CV in stationary solutions
led to significant bubbles in the cell, in line with formation of CO2

- Reaction 7 - at high anodic overpotentials). Monometallic Au nan-
oclusters revealed the lowest current density and exhibited some small

activity toward electrooxidation of HCOOH at high overpotentials. In-
deed, FAOR on monometallic Au electrodes, investigated by Surface-
enhanced Raman Spectroscopy and electrochemistry,80 showed that
the main reaction occurs via the dehydrogenation pathway with neg-
ligible COads formation. Monometallic Pt nanoclusters exhibited ap-
proximately a ten–fold increase in oxidation peak current density as
compared to forward scan oxidation peak of monometallic Au (see
Peak I in Figure 11b). The onset of oxidation was also observed at a
much more negative potential in the case of monometallic Pt, reveal-
ing that these nanoclusters were relatively more electrocatalytically–
active than the counterpart monometallic Au nanoclusters toward
FAOR. Moreover, the FAOR on monometallic Pt appeared to have
proceeded in multiple steps as the broad peak observed in the for-
ward scan (Peak I) was somewhat split into two features (Peak Ia

and Ib in Figure 11b), most likely through the indirect and/or formate
pathway (see Figure 11a) involving multiple adsorbed intermediates
that were oxidized in parallel.81,83 Figure 11c shows CV responses of
the HCOOH electrooxidation process on the bimetallic nanoclusters.
Compared to the monometallic systems voltammograms recorded on
the bimetallic nanoclusters had sharper, more intense peaks suggestive
of enhanced overall kinetics of the electrooxidation process; with the
n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC exhibiting the highest current densities for the FAOR.

Direct electrooxidation of CO on the nanocluster electrodes was
probed by anodic adsorptive stripping voltammetry (Figure 11d); ad-
sorption was carried out in CO–saturated 0.1 mol/L HClO4 and to
eliminate any role of Pt and/or Au oxides formation in the same po-
tential window during CO oxidative stripping the recorded voltammo-
grams were corrected for any background current from independent
voltammograms recorded in neat N2–saturated 0.1 mol/L HClO4 solu-
tions. In Figure 11d, a very broad, low-intensity voltammogram (peak
maximum at about 0.58 V) was observed for the n(Au)Cu/GC elec-
trode; the peak was characteristic of diffusion-controlled oxidation
voltammograms, indicative of the weak nature of Au to adsorb CO,

hence, its oxidation proceeded readily on the monometallic Au sites.
On the other hand, a sharp, high intensity stripping peak (peak maxi-
mum at 0.63 V) was observed for the n(Pt)Cu/GC electrode; the peak
is characteristic of COads oxidation from monometallic Pt surface.43,85

For bimetallic cases, n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC had its peak maximum at
0.65 V and the maximum for n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC was at about 0.68 V (see
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Figure 10. (Color Online) Schematic drawings of sequentially deposited multilayered bimetallic nanoclusters of platinum and gold with glassy carbon as the
substrate.

Figure 11d). In addition, the stripping peaks exhibited some shoul-
ders at about 0.8 V and 1.15 V, respectively, features that could be
attributed to the polycrystalline nature of the nanoclusters which led
to adsorption of CO (and its subsequent stripping) from energetically
different crystallographic facets. These observations were similar to
those of ASV involving Cu UPD (Recall Figure 7). The observed
CO electrooxidation suppression on the bimetallic systems relative
to monometallic Pt, as evidenced by the drastic change in intensity
and shape of the peaks, strongly indicate the influence of Au in the
bimetallic systems. Indeed, the positive potential shifts in COads strip-
ping peaks of the bimetallic systems relative to monometallic Pt have
been observed on AuPt alloy and Pt-decorated Au nanoparticles and
attributed to oxidation of CO through Langmuir-Hinshelwood mecha-
nism with strong adsorption of CO.85,86 On the basis of the bifunctional
mechanism, DFT studies on the oxidation of adsorbed COads indicate
that the process may take place through one of the pathways shown in
Reactions 8 to 11, where the oxygen source to form OHads required is
considered to mainly originate from dissociated water on the metallic
sites:87

Pt−COads + Au−OHads → CO2 + H+ + Pt + Au + e− [8]

Au−COads + Au−OHads → CO2 + H+ + Au + e− [9]

Pt−COads + Pt−OHads → CO2 + H+ + Pt + e− [10]

Au−COads + Pt−OHads → CO2 + H+ + Pt + Au + e− [11]

DFT calculations on trimers of the type Au3, Pt3, Au2Pt, and AuPt2

showed that the surface reaction of COads with OHads is energetically
more favorable on the alloy trimers than the pure metals.87 Further

DFT models on CO oxidation on PtmAun (m + n = 4) clusters by
Wang and co-workers18 indicated that the interaction of CO with Pt
in bimetallic clusters is stronger than that with Au. The preceding
computational models also revealed that Au atoms play a binary role,
that is; to avoid excessive adsorption around the catalytically active
Pt centers and to electronically stabilize the active centers.18

The voltammetric results of Figure 11 strongly suggest that FAOR
on the bimetallic nanoclusters investigated in this work proceeded
more preferentially through the dehydrogenation pathway than the
other FAOR pathways, which appeared to have been favored on the
monometallic Pt nanoclusters. Since in acidic electrolytes, Au is not
as effective as Pt in producing surface oxygenated species to facilitate
oxidation of COad, and therefore the bifunctional effect alone could
not be responsible for the enhanced electrocatalytic activity of the
bimetallic surfaces in the FAOR;43 ensemble and electronic effects
between Au and Pt interfacial sites, uniquely generated in our synthetic
protocols, are likely to be at play in promotion of the FAOR on the
bimetallic systems. The subtle differences in CO oxidation on the
n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC and n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC systems most likely arose due to
the slight changes in surface–sensitive synergistic effects on uniquely
positioned active sites of the respective nanocluster systems and/or due
to their compositional differences as confirmed by XPS and ICP-MS.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.— Electrochemical
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS)88 was deployed to further probe
interfacial charge–transfer and adsorptive properties related to
the FAOR on the various nanocluster–type electrodes. Impedance
responses were obtained in N2–saturated stationary solutions of 0.5
mol/L HCOOH in 0.1 mol/L HClO4 at Eappl of 0.0 V and 0.1 V,
respectively; the potentials were chosen so that the electrooxidation
process was expected to proceed with initial adsorption of reactants
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Figure 11. (Color Online) (a) Scheme showing plausible mechanistic aspects of formic acid electrooxidation. (b)–(c) Cyclic voltammograms related to formic
acid oxidation reaction (FAOR) on monometallic and bimetallic nanoclusters of Pt and Au; scans were carried out in N2–saturated 0.5 mol/L HCOOH (in
0.1 mol/L HClO4) in the anodic direction to +1 V (as indicated by the dotted arrows), followed by cathodic direction; 5th cycles were taken for this analysis.
(d) Linear sweep voltammograms of CO electrooxidation after CO–saturation in 0.1 mol/L HClO4 on the monometallic and bimetallic systems. In all cases, the
scan rate was 50 mV/s and n = 8.

or intermediates, high degree of kinetic–control and without much
perturbation from formation of CO2 – conditions that ensured high
extent of linearity in the EIS measurements.88 Modeling of the EIS
data was performed through Complex Non–Linear Least–Squares
(CNLS) curve–fitting procedures involving equivalent circuits. CNLS
fitting using equivalent circuits is used to extract relevant parameters
of electrochemical processes with supposition that the electrode and
the processes occurring on it behave like typical electrical elements
in conventional circuits.88 Moreover, it is known that equivalent
circuits for electrodic processes with adsorbed species generally
should contain at least one capacitor (C) or inductor (L) in addition
to the double–layer capacitance (Cdl), the charge–transfer resistance
(Rct) and solution resistance (Rs).89

In this work equivalent circuits (Circuits A, B, and C; in
Figure 12a) consisted of elements Rs, Rct, a constant–phase element
(CPEdl) to account for electrode double–layer, pseudo–capacitance
related to adsorption (Cads) and the corresponding resistor element
associated with any resistance due to adsorptive processes (Rads).
Table S1 of the Supporting Information54 summarizes appropriate
mathematical expressions of the total impedance (ZT) and the corre-
sponding real component (Z′) and imaginary component (Z′′) as func-
tions of frequency (ω) for Circuits A, B, and C. Near–semicircular
Nyquist plots and their corresponding fitted curves using Circuits
A, B, and C (that is, complex plots of Z′ versus Z′′) are shown in
Figure 12b–12d. Qualitatively, the near–semicircular plots decreased
with increasing Eappl, indicating less charge–transfer resistance at
higher Eappl, consistent with accelerated rate of the FAOR at the more
positive potential. Furthermore, the n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC electrode exhibited
the smallest semicircular Nyquist plots, indicating the least charge–
transfer resistance on the nanocluster electrode. The Bode plots, that is,
graphical representations of the variation in phase angle (�), defined
by Equation 12, as a function of the frequency of the EIS perturbation

signal are shown in Figure 12e.

� = tan−1

(
Z ′′

Z ′

)
[12]

The broad nature of the Bode plots, with amplitudes extending
more than one frequency decade were indicative of multiple pro-
cesses on the nanocluster electrodes with various time constants.90

At Eappl of 0.0 V the Bode plots of the monometallic n(Pt)Cu/GC and
bimetallic n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC systems exhibited almost the same phase
angles at the high frequency regions; this was indicative of very sim-
ilar initial resistive behaviors on the n(Pt)Cu/GC and n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC
nanocluster electrodes. Furthermore, the Bode plot for the bimetallic
n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC electrode exhibited the narrowest peak, and distinct
phase angle response at the high frequency region (negatively shifted
as compared to the n(Pt)Cu/GC and n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC systems) – possi-
bly due to the least resistive behavior and least number of adsorptive
species on the n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC electrode. Increasing Eappl to 0.1 V led
to a general decrease and a shift to higher frequencies in the phase
angle maxima, consistent with the increase in the overall reaction rate
of the FAOR at more positive applied potentials.

Table S2 in the Supporting Information54 summarizes extracted
parameters from CNLS curve–fitting of EIS spectra of FAOR on
the various nanostructured electrodes under consideration. In gen-
eral, better fits were obtained utilizing either Circuit B or C (see
Figure 12c–12d) – scenarios which included simulation of ad-
sorptive processes – as compared to fits obtained with Circuit A
(Figure 12a) which excluded circuit elements simulating adsorption.
These observations strongly suggested that adsorptive processes were
occurring in parallel to the charge–transfer processes. In the series
of measurements on the various nanocluster electrodes computed Rs

values observed were in the range of 4 �–7 � showing that the so-
lution conductivity was excellent and the electrolyte properties had
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Figure 12. (a) Equivalent circuits used for modeling electrochemical impedance responses of the Pt–based electrocatalysts. (b)–(d) Complex plane impedance
plots (Nyquist plots) fitted using (b) Circuit A, (c) Circuit B, and (d) Circuit C; points are experimental data and solid lines correspond to fitted curves. (e) Bode
plots of impedance responses. All measurements were performed from N2–saturated 0.5 mol/L HCOOH (in 0.1 mol/L HClO4) solutions.

inconsequential variations during various EIS measurements. For both
EIS measurements (at 0.0 V and 0.1 V), Rct values decreased in the or-
der n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC > n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC > n(Pt)Cu/GC, firmly indicating
that the overall reaction rate of the FAOR was highest on the bimetallic
electrode n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC and lowest on the monometallic n(Pt)Cu/GC.

In the case of parameters related to CPEdl (see Table S2 in the
Supporting Information),54 the empirical parameter α was in the range
0.6–0.8, due to surface inhomogeinities of the nanocluster electrodes
as a result of their characteristic morphologies as was observed above
using microscopy.

The average double–layer capacitance (Cdl) values were estimated
for the various nanocluster electrodes using mathematical relation-
ships involving the constant Q, α, Rs, and Rct detailed in Table S1 of
the Supporting Information.54 In the cases of monometallic electrode
n(Pt)Cu/GC and bimetallic n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC electrode systems, for both
EIS measurements at 0.0 V and 0.1 V, the Cdl values, for a given
equivalent circuit, were comparable within the range 2.7–4.5 μF. On
the other hand, the bimetallic system n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC markedly ex-
hibited higher Cdl values in the range 16–25 μF. For all nanocluster
electrodes, there was a general decrease in the magnitude of Rads as
the perturbation potential increased from 0.0 V to 0.1 V, irrespective

of the equivalent circuit used; this trend was consistent with an ac-
celerated reaction at the more positive potential which was probably
accompanied by faster rate of removal of adsorbed reactant molecules
and formed intermediate species off the nanocluster surfaces. Fur-
thermore, the lowest Rads values were observed for the n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC
electrode. Highest Cads values were also obtained for the bimetallic
n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC electrode as a result to its most electroactive charac-
teristics and unique distribution of surface and near–surface Pt and
Au atoms as was that led to it having most pronounced adsorptive
properties related to the FAOR.

Conclusions

Multilayered platinum and/or gold–containing nanoclusters (as
monometallic or bimetallic systems) were effectively prepared uti-
lizing multistage electrochemical deposition strategies consisting of
sequentially–implemented and cyclical steps involving formation of
templating Cu adlayers by potentiostatic electrodeposition, surface–
limited redox–replacement (an electroless deposition step) of Cu by
the nobler metals Pt and/or Au, and final potentiostatic dealloying of
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remnant Cu. The templating Cu nanoclusters were generated using
either UPD or OPD about the equilibrium potential (ECu

2+
/Cu) of the

Cu2+/ Cu(s) redox couple in an acidic medium of 0.1 M HClO4 (pH 1).
Thermodynamic E–pH models and open–circuit potential variations
observed experimentally showed that Pt(s) and Au(s) were the main
forms expected after Cu SLRR stages where Cu was oxidatively–
replaced to Cu2+ by PtCl6

2− and AuCl4
−precursor ions, respectively.

The resulting nanocluster–like multilayered electrodic systems ob-
tained were subjected to various characterizations for their bulk com-
position, surface area, near–surface atomic distribution, topographic
and morphological features using microscopic, spectrophotometric,
spectroscopic, and electrochemical techniques of AFM, ICP–MS,
XPS, CV, ASV, and EIS.

AFM revealed finely–dispersed needle–like nanoclusters where
the main topographic difference between nanoclusters generated via
underpotentially–deposited and those overpotentially–deposited tem-
plating Cu adlayers was in their resultant average heights and diame-
ters in line with Cu deposition charge variations observed during var-
ious deposition cycles. Close proximity of electrochemically–active
sites on the glassy carbon surface led to some fused nanoclusters
with similar heights and diameters most likely as a consequence of
independent multilayer growth paths on the various active sites where
nucleation was initiated.

Surface electrochemical studies performed utilizing cyclic voltam-
metry revealed Pt and Au electrochemically–active sites in their
monometallic forms and both Pt and Au active sites in the bimetal-
lic nanocluster systems. The most electrochemically–active Pt–based
nanocluster electrode system was the bimetallic form n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC
followed by n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC and the least active was the monometallic
n(Pt)Cu/GC; the same trend was established using normalized surface
area with respect to total metal contents of the nanocluster systems de-
rived using ICP–MS. Moreover, ICP–MS informed us that sequential
codeposition to generate the alloy–type bimetallic system (Au–Pt) led
to preferential deposition of the nobler Au, in which case the content
of Pt was greatly suppressed.

ASV studies involving Cu UPD on the nanoclusters exhibited
typical features of polycrystalline electrodes. Thus, the growth pat-
tern of the nanoclusters whether monometallic or bimetallic re-
sulted in formation of various crystallographic facets which were
electrochemically–active.

XPS studies showed typical features of glassy carbon surface func-
tionalities mainly involving multiple forms of carbon and oxygen such
as carbonyl and hydroxyl groups and their plausible interactions with
the noble metal nanoclusters, effectively stabilizing them. XPS also
revealed that the nanoclusters contained zerovalent Pt and Au forms
whose surface to near–surface distribution depended on the sequence
of their deposition where Pt–rich surface were obtained in the case
of n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC system and Au–rich ones were generated on the
n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC system. Furthermore, mixed microstates of Pt and Au
were clearly generated in the nanoclusters due to interfacial bimetallic
interactions consistent with multilayer growth pattern of the deposited
nanoclusters.

Elaborate electrocatalytic studies performed using CV, ASV, and
EIS for the formic acid oxidation reaction and dissolved carbon
monoxide adsorption–oxidation process on the nanocluster electrodic
systems firmly informed us that the route used to nanostructurally–
preorganise bimetallic Au and Pt sites (that is, the order of their de-
position) had consequential effects on electrocatalysis. In this regard,
the Pt–rich n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC appeared to have superior electrocatalytic
activity followed by n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC, n(Pt)Cu/GC and n(Au)Cu/GC as
the least active systems. The direct (or dehydrogenation) pathway of
FAOR was likely predominant on the bimetallic systems and the in-
direct or formate pathways most likely occurred preferentially on the
monometallic Pt systems.

Sequential electrochemical synthetic strategies employed here
clearly exhibited their unique advantage as opposed to methods in-
volving codeposition. Moreover, the inherent feature of sequential
generation of multilayered nanoclusters is in tuning electrocatalysis
of bimetallic systems such as those involving Pt and Au.
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List of Symbols

M|N Bimetallic system consisting of adlayers of metals
N and M, deposited separately (a stack of metallic
N and M adlayers)

SLRRM Surface–limited redox–replacement of a sacrificial
metal, e.g. Cu, by more noble metal M (e.g. M
= Pt or Au) from a single noble metal precursor
solution.

n(Pt)Cu/GC Glassy carbon supported n–layered monometallic
Pt nanostructure obtained through n cycles of se-
quential open circuit surface–limited redox– re-
placement of a sacrificial Cu adlayers by metallic
Pt from its precursor salt.

n(Au)Cu/GC Glassy carbon supported n–layered monometal-
lic Au nanostructure obtained through n cycles
of sequential open circuit surface–limited redox –
replacement of a sacrificial Cu adlayers by metallic
Au from its precursor salt.

n(Au|Pt)Cu/GC Glassy carbon supported n–layered nanostructure
obtained through n cycles of (i) sequential open
circuit surface–limited redox–replacement of sac-
rificial Cu adlayers by Pt from a Pt salt solution,
followed by (ii) sequential open circuit surface–
limited redox–replacement of sacrificial Cu adlay-
ers by Au from a Au salt solution. The first and
last layer in this system is made of Pt and Au,
respectively.

n(Pt|Au)Cu/GC Glassy carbon supported n–layered nanostructure
obtained through n cycles of (i) sequential open
circuit surface–limited redox–replacement of sac-
rificial Cu adlayers by Au from a Au salt solution,
followed by (ii) sequential open circuit surface–
limited redox–replacement of sacrificial Cu adlay-
ers by Pt from a Pt salt solution. The first and last
layer in this system is made of Au and Pt, respec-
tively.

n(Au–Pt)Cu/GC Glassy carbon supported n–layered nanostruc-
ture obtained through n cycles, each involving
sequential open circuit surface–limited redox–
replacement of sacrificial Cu adlayers by Pt and
Au from a mixed precursor solution to form alloy–
type bimetallic layers.
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